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ABOUT THE ORGANIZERS
Arbeitskreis Studium Populäre Musik
Following the 1984 conference on “Popular Music and Education” in 1986 Arbeitskreis Studium Populärer Musik e.V.
(ASPM) has been established as a German speaking registered organisation, devoted to the study of popular music.
Up till now ASPM organized 23 working conferences and 12
yearly conferences. Further activities encompass the fostering of young researches (different workshop formats, the
ASPM prize for the best article), the documentation of academic courses in popular music research and the cooperation
with national and international partners (universities, NGOs
and political actors such as the German and the European
Music Council). Publications: “Beiträge zur Popularmusikforschung” (up till now 29 numbers), “texte zur popularmusikforschung” (7 numbers) and the online-journal “samples”.
WWW.ASPM-ONLINE.ORG
BARBER@ASPM-ONLINE.ORG
Dr. Alenka Barber-Kersovan studied historical musicology, systematical musicology, psychology and aesthetics
at the Universities of Ljubljana, Vienna and Hamburg . She
worked as a music therapist at the Psychiatrical Clinic in
Ljubljana, program director of the Slovenian Musical Youth
and scientific officer at the Institute for Sociology of Music in
Vienna, Music Academy in Hamburg and the Institute for Music Education in Hamburg as well as a lecturer on the Institute
for Musicology of the University of Hamburg and at the Music
Academy in Vienna. Currently she is teaching at the Leuphana
University in Lüneburg. She is the executive secretary of the
Arbeitskreis Studium Populärer Music.

International Association for the Study of Popular
Music-French-speaking European Branch
The IASPM-Bfe represents the European French-speaking
branch of the International Association for the Study of Popular Music. Since 1981 it has been the IASPM’s mission
to serve as a forum for researchers, academics and professionals with an interest in popular music. The European
French-speaking branch shares the goals of its parent organization and its unique inter-disciplinary scope – spanning
fields such as sociology, musicology, cultural anthropology,
French literature, American studies, media studies, and so
on. Created in 2005, it has connected researchers across
a broad spectrum of disciplines and promoted research
in popular music in the French language, namely through
our “Prix Jeune Chercheur.” Established in 2010, the “Prix
Jeune Chercheur” is awarded annually to a young researcher
signed up in a Master program for an innovative original
article. The IASPM-Bfe places an emphasis on research by
French-speaking European scholars but it does not focus
only on French-speaking musicians – its members’ interests
are as wide as those of scholars from other branches.
IASPMFRANCOPHONE.ONLINE.FR
Elsa Grassy is an Associate Professor in American Studies
at the University of Strasbourg. She studied at the Ecole
Normale Supérieure de Cachan and at the University of Paris-Sorbonne (formerly Paris 4) where she defended a PhD
thesis on the geographical dimension of American popular
music styles in 2010. Her work has focused on cultural representations in American music, particularly on the representations of American places and the use of place names in
the musical press. She has also written on American cultural
policies and on the role of music in local initiatives aimed
at promoting and developing cities as well as the specific
mechanisms of cover songs and their use in political movements.
In 2011 she became the secretary for the European
French-speaking branch of the International Association for
the Study of Popular Music, one of our sponsors for Changing the Tune.

Volume! The French journal of popular music studies
Volume! is the only French peer-reviewed popular music studies journal. Created in 2002 by Gérôme Guibert, Marie-Samuel Étienne and Pierre Bonniol, it is published independently
by the Éd. Mélanie Seteun, a publishing association specialized since 1998 in the cultural sociology of popular music. It
publishes biannual special issues on various topics in popular
music studies, in a multidisciplinary perspective. It is also
included on the online international academic portals Cairn.
info and Revues.org. Volume! is classified by the French
AERES and abstracted/indexed on the International Index to
Music Periodicals, the Répertoire International de Littérature
Musicale and the Music Index. Volume! is supported by the
French National Center for Scientific Research and the région
Pays de la Loire.
WWW.CAIRN.INFO/REVUE-VOLUME.HTM
VOLUME.REVUES.ORG
WWW.SETEUN.NET

Jedediah Sklower teaches popular music history and
aesthetics at the Catholic University of Lille. He is a member
of the editorial team of the French journal of popular music studies Volume! He published Free jazz, la catastrophe
féconde. Une histoire du monde éclaté du jazz en France
(1960-1982) (L’Harmattan: 2006). He just finished a new book
on countercultures and popular music (co-edited with Sheila
Whiteley, Ashgate 2014) and is working on a special issue
of Volume! dedicated to ‘listening’ (co-edited with Antoine
Hennion, 2013), as well as on the first French popular music
studies reader, which he will co-edit with G. Guibert, E. Parent
and M. Saladin (Armand Colin, 2014).
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14:30-16:00

SCHEDULE
FRIDAY 7
JUNE 2013
13:00-13:30

Conference opening, MISHA conference hall
ALENKA BARBER-KERSOVAN, ELSA
GRASSY, JEDEDIAH SKLOWER
13:30-14:15

Dietrich Helms intervention
14:15-14:30

Coffee break
14:30-16:00

1/ The democratic agency of protest
music I: music, society & political
change
2/ Scenes I: the politics of indie music
3/ Hijacking popular music I: persuasion & propaganda
16:00-16:15

Coffee break

4/ The democratic agency of protest music II: performing activist
soundscapes
5/ Scenes II – racial and postcolonial
issues in glocal popular music
6/ Hijacking popular music II: Star politics, influence & the masses
18:00-20:00

Visit of Strasbourg’s historical center
19:00-20:00

Boat tour of the city
20:30

Dinner at the Maison Kammerzell

12:15-13:45

SCHEDULE

Buffet at the MISHA conference hall
14:00-14:45

SATURDAY 8
JUNE 2013
9:00-10:30

7/ The democratic agency of protest
music III: struggling with commitment
8/ Scenes III: glocal hip-hop & the politics of authenticity
9/ Identity polemics I: assessing the
political past

Martin Cloonan presentation
15H30-17:00

13/ The democratic agency of protest music V: revolutionary soundtracks?
14/ Scenes IV: politics, ethics & aesthetics
15/ Identity polemics III: tributes & national myths in the United States
17:15-17:45

Coffee break

10:30-10:45

Coffee break
10:45-12:15

10/ The democratic agency of protest
music IV: political movements &
strikes
11/ Hijacking popular music III: State
policies & propaganda
12/ Identity polemics II: the political
uses of folk music

17:45-19:00

Conference conclusion

KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS
DIETRICH HELMS
UNIVERSITY OF OSNABRÜCK
DIETRICH.HELMS@UNI-OSNABRUECK.DE
JITTERBUGS

WITH

AT T I T U D E S .

THOUGHTS ON POP AND POLITICS.

The relationship of popular music and
politics is a complex one. Are the listeners of popular songs jitterbugs, in Adorno’s words, excepting blindly what is enforced on them, moving unconsciously
to the beat of those in power, not willing
to think but only searching for fun? Or
are they part of subcultures that give a
voice to those suppressed by a political and cultural mainstream? Plato has
stated that whenever music is changed
the State will change with it. Until today,
however, we lack the proof that a song
may overturn a political system. In the
western world some musicians frustratedly have given up expressing their
political attitudes in their lyrics, no longer
being convinced of music’s usefulness
as a media for the transport of convictions. Listeners no longer expect popular
music to express a political attitude, and
even if it does a majority won’t notice.
Analysing the functioning of popular music as a communication system makes

clear that it is a week tool to change
people’s convictions. It has hardly any
mechanisms which may ensure that a
message is being understood the way
it is supposed to be. Popular music as
such is not even useful to create stable
social groups. However, given the right
context, it may become a strong symbol,
a flag waving over the fields of political
battles, showing friends and foes where
to collect and where to attack.
MARTIN CLOONAN
UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
MARTIN.CLOONAN@GLASGOW.AC.UK
RESEARCHING THE UK'S MUSICIANS UNION:
SOME REFLECTIONS ON POLITICS & POWER

The UK's Musicians Union traces its history back to 1893. This paper reports
some initial findings from a four year project which will provide a social history of
the Union. It argues that the Union has
played a pivotal, but largely unexplored,
role in the history of British music and its
related industries. During on a range of
archive materials, press accounts and
interviews, the paper will show how the
Union has positioned itself both in opposition to, and alliances with, key organizations within the music industries.
In 1893 the Union said that musicians
main enemies were "amateurs, unscrupulous employers and ourselves", 120
years later is this still the case? For more
information see www.muhistory.com.

PANELS
THE DEMOCRATIC
AGENCY OF
PROTEST MUSIC I:
MUSIC, SOCIETY &
POLITICAL CHANGE

musicians again took the forefront of
the protest movement with adaptation
of old workers' songs or more recent
songs by well-known songwriters. The
author will discuss the power of music
in protest movements from the perspective of protesters.
NATALIE CHURN
FREIBURG UNIVERSITY
NATALIE.CHURN@ANGLISTIK.UNI-FREIBURG.DE
THE TIME HAS COME: ABORIGINAL POP

RAJKO MURŠIC

MUSIC, TIME AND POLITICAL CHANGE

UNIVERSITY OF LJUBLJANA

FROM 1990 TO TODAY

RAJKO.MURSIC@FF.UNI-LJ.SI
REDEMPTION SONGS AFTER SOCIALISM:
POPULAR MUSIC AS THE FORERUNNER
OF CHANGE, FROM CIVIL SOCIETY MOVEMENTS IN SOCIALIST YUGOSLAVIA TO
THE RECENT ANTI-NEOLIBERALISM PROTEST MOVEMENT IN SLOVENIA

The author will shortly present a history of popular music in former Yugoslavia and Slovenia. In the 1970s
some groups appeared who symbolically resisted dominant discourse.
More dramatic things followed: punk
rock. In the 1990s, music played an
important role in anti-nationalist and
anti-war movements in republics of
former Yugoslavia. In 2000s, strong
local scenes marked the nationalist
and neoliberal political processes. In
2012, the protest movement against
the austerity measures grew fast, and

Occurring far away from many political
upheavals of the past few decades,
the fight in Australia for Aboriginal
rights is often not considered revolutionary or associated with recent movements such as Occupy Wall Street.
Yet at the heart of some Aboriginal
challenges to a settler version of Australian history are ideas about peoples
whose land has been taken from them
without permission, and the social justice abuses that are still occurring as
a result of this ongoing colonialism.
This paper will explore pop music by
Aboriginal artists and about Aboriginal
rights issues in order to investigate the
links that such music makes between
perceptions of the march of history,
and possibilities for social change.
Music will be discussed as a fascinating tool for the way in which aspects

of music such as beat, timing, the interweaving of styles, mainstream popularity, and subversive lyrics are well
suited to representing the idea that the
movement of history can indeed be
seen from different perspectives that
could bring about new ways of dealing
with social justice issues.
ALYSSA PEREIRA
FREELANCE EDITOR
ALPERE7@GMAIL.COM
RETROLUTION: WHEN PROTEST MUSIC
RE-EMERGES

American protest movements like Occupy Wall Street have attracted a myriad of people: students, forward-thinkers, revolutionaries, the employed
and the unemployed, the homeless,
artists, Republicans and Democrats
alike, and musicians. Above all, the
activists involved all want one thing:
change. However, who acts as the
voice of change? Attali suggests that
music acts as a catalyst for social revolution and as a forecaster for political transformation and Nietzsche
notes that music has a responsibility to
society. Around the world, we privilege
musicians as public intellectuals. We
have seen musicians in this role before: Bob Dylan sang ‘the times, they
are a-changing’ and at Woodstock
and Haight-Ashbury alike, voices rang
with the sounds of political activism.

Is it possible that we are revisiting the
power of music as revolution? In this
paper, I explore music’s role in the political protest movements across the
United States as an entertaining, revolutionizing, and mobilizing force. Citing
specific examples of musicians and
their work for the Occupy movement
and throughout American history, I
investigate the social implications of
the music’s message and the political
implications of the artists’ association
with the movement in relation to their
status as an influencer within the music industry.

THE DEMOCRATIC
AGENCY OF
PROTEST MUSIC I:
PERFORMING
ACTIVIST
SOUNDSCAPES
ANA HOFMAN
SLOVENIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND ARTS
HOFMAN.ANA@GMAIL.COM
CROWD SOUNDSCAPES AS POLITICAL

particular focus on Slovenian female
choir Kombinat and its reappropriatons of the socialist repertoire (e.g.
partisan and revolutionary songs). It
aims to show complex and contested
representational strategies of this music legacy in current socio-political
environment in mobilization of transnational communities of solidarity. The
paper also engages with the issues
commodification and commercialization of the resistance, aiming to rethink
commercial/engaged dichotomy.

ACTIONS: RADICAL SINGING GROUPS IN
POST-YUGOSLAV SPACES

Given that more and more ideological and political effects are being produced by non-ideological and affective
means, the paper proposes a musical
mass-performance as a tool/method
to engage in critique of the contemporary global political landscapes. Incorporating the concept of ‘sounds of
crowd,’ I develop the notion of musical
mass-performing, which provides specific contribution to an affective politics and politics of relation. If ‘power is
capacity to act,’ the unifying capacity
of collective performance enables an
increasing the causal power of social
agents involved in it, demonstrating its
potential in rebuilding political community at a temporal and spatial scale.
Paper discusses the self-organized
choirs in post-Yugoslav space, with

EILEEN KARMY BOLTON
& MARTÍN FARÍAS ZÚÑIGA
UNIVERSITY OF CHILE
EKARMYB@GMAIL.COM
MARTINTRN@HOTMAIL.COM
CHILEAN WINTER: MUSIC, PERFORMANCE
AND CARNIVAL IN THE CHILEAN STUDENT
MOVEMENT

Our proposal aims to explore the role
played by popular music in the 2011
Chilean student movement, also
known as Chilean winter. This movement regained the organizational bases
and political demands raised by students in 2006, renewing their ability to
impact society and the media, not only
by the legitimacy of their demands, but
also by the development of a series
of performative strategies that gave a
fun stamp and carnival attitude. One
aspect of the Chilean Winter cross is

related to the presence and use of music in both demonstrations and in the
media and student awareness of the
problem. This student movement, managed to change the way of protest in
Chile, incorporating carnival elements,
than before was solemn and dramatic.
Through these new elements, Chilean
society began to lose their fear of demonstrations that had been badly installed during the military dictatorship,
thus recovering the street as a public
space, meeting and public protest.
NAOMI PODBER
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
NPODBER@GMAIL.COM
‘IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT PLAYING MUSIC IN
THE STREETS’: COLLECTIVE POLITICAL
ENGAGEMENT THROUGH AN ACTIVIST
MUSIC PROJECT

Music provides us with opportunities
to foster social cohesion, challenge
oppressive dominant narratives, and
awaken our senses of radical possibility. Nowhere is this more apparent than in watching the interactions
between musicians and crowds at
street protests. My research uses interviews, identity mapping, and participant observation to document the
experiences of members in the Rude
Mechanical Orchestra (RMO), a large
New York-based street brass band,
which supports grassroots social,

economic, and political justice struggles through music. The RMO functions as a political organizing project,
using principles of direct democracy.
The group actively works towards
being a welcoming place for people
of all genders and gender identities,
sexual orientations, ages, races, backgrounds, disabilities, and musical skill
levels, and has forged connections
with many local grassroots organizations. My results show that in the
RMO, music is a vehicle not only for
communicating social and political
ideas, focusing attention on protests,
providing solidarity, and highlighting
the collective energy and joy in resistance, but also for fostering individual critical consciousness, political
development and engagement, and
creating an intentional community.
As the group works through internal
differences and fosters community,
members come to see themselves as
intimately connected to a larger collective as well as larger social movements.

THE DEMOCRATIC
AGENCY OF
PROTEST MUSIC III:
STRUGGLING WITH
COMMITMENT
GAVIN STEINGO
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH / WITS UNIVERSITY
STEINGO@PITT.EDU
THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF DEMOCRACY: REFLECTIONS ON KWAITO MUSIC IN
POST-APARTHEID SOUTH AFRICA

In 1994, after four decades of white
minority rule, South Africa witnessed
the formal demise of apartheid. At
that critical juncture, the urban black
youth invented kwaito, a genre of electronic music commonly understood
as an expression of freedom in the
post-apartheid period. But today –
nearly twenty years after the end of
apartheid – South Africa remains plagued by severe inequality, massive
unemployment rates, and rampant
crime. How might we explain this
situation? How might we hear kwaito’s celebratory enunciations in this
contradictory context? In this paper,
I present some tentative answers to
these questions and, in so doing, offer
insights into the relationship between
music and politics in the late XXth
and early XXIst-century South Africa,
kwaito continues to promise a future of

radical equality and that it does this by
acting as a framing of sensory perception that suspends normative modalities of hearing, knowing, and feeling.
As such, kwaito does not so much
illustrate the ‘aporias’ of democracy
as much as it aims to democratize the
political system of democracy, thereby
reintroducing the kratos (power) of the
demos (people) into politics through
the aesthetic disposition of the ‘as if.’
NICOLE IVES-ALLISON
UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS
NDA2@ST-ANDREWS.AC.UK
ALIVE AND SPITTING: THE SPIRIT OF
PUNK AND INDIGENOUS HIP-HOP IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM

This paper will examine how the 'spirit
of punk' as is often discussed in analysis of the late 1970s punk movement lives on in the recent wave of indigenous
UK hip-hop. Where punk claimed to be
a representation of the aesthetic, social
and political frustration of a generation
of young people with little hope of attaining the stable working or middle-class
lifestyle obtained by their parents during
the post-war industrial boom, today's
indigenous hip-hop can be seen as an
authentic grassroots representation of
the social and political consciousness
of the young people caught up in what
Plan B has called 'David Cameron's
broken Britain.' By looking specifically

at the trajectories of the hip-hop/soul
artist Plan B and the online youth-produced urban music channel SBTV, this
paper will also explain how the recent
wave of UK indigenous hip-hop has
been able to successfully negotiate the
battle between mainstream success
and local legitimacy which contributed
to the rapid demise of the initial punk
movement.
RENATA PASTERNAK-MAZUR
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
RPMAZUR@EDEN.RUTGERS.EDU
UNWANTED IDENTITIES: DISCO POLO,
THE INFANT TERRIBLE OF POLISH POPULAR CULTURE AFTER THE FALL OF
COMMUNISM

Disco-polo, the first musical genre
to have emerged and flourished after socialism collapsed in Poland in
1989, still remains outside mainstream
culture and brings social anathema
to its admitted audience. The genre’s
exclusion from the mainstream culture
and its marginalization in show-business seem paradoxical in the light of
its spectacular market success. The
disco-polo industry was market-driven
and efficiently responded to audience
needs. As such, it would seem to
be a perfect fit for the new capitalist
system. However, it was not proclaimed its herald but enfant terrible. No
other aspect of mass culture went un-

der more severe criticism, especially
from the part of intelligentsia, and the
suffix –polo became a symbol of something commercialized and in bad
taste. Why did this alternative to Western pop-culture invite such disdain
and disapprobation? Guided by this
question, the study will examine how
the ideas of national identity, tradition,
and heritage are reflected and (re)defined in disco polo. It will demonstrate
that, in spite of its fascination with the
West and assimilation of Western pop
music idiom, disco polo ignores the
paradigm of Western popular music,
is grounded in Polish tradition, and oftentimes situates itself in opposition
to the West.

THE DEMOCRATIC
AGENCY OF
PROTEST MUSIC IV:
POLITICAL
MOVEMENTS
&STRIKES
JÉRÉMY TRANMER
UNIVERSITY OF LORRAINE
JEREMY.TRANMER@UNIV-NANCY2.FR
RED WEDGE: A TURNING POINT IN THE
HISTORY OF BRITISH POLITICAL POP?

The 1987 Red Wedge campaign in favor of the Labour Party is often seen
as turning point in the relationship
between music and politics in Great
Britain. It is widely believed that the
perceived failure of the campaign
demoralized many musicians, leading them to withdraw from political
activity. This paper will question this
assumption, pointing to the role of
musicians in activities against the Poll
Tax in the late 1980s/early 90s and
against the extreme right throughout
the 1990s. It will seek to ascertain why
these, and other attempts to bring together musicians and activists since
1987 have been at best downgraded
and at worst ignored by historians and
commentators.

NORIKO MANABE
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
NMANABE@GMAIL.COM
THE MUSIC AND TACTICS OF THE ANTINUCLEAR PROTESTS IN POST-FUKUSHIMA
JAPAN

The Fukushima crisis has fanned the
antinuclear movement, which has
grown into the largest social movement in Japan since the 1960s. Demonstrations have attracted as many
as 150,000 participants yet been
ignored by the mainstream media,
which has close relationships with
the nuclear industry and has generally
downplayed the hazards. Musicians
have supported the movement in four
distinct but interacting spaces – demonstrations, cyberspace, live performances, and recordings – in which
they use different musical strategies.
Based on fieldwork and interviews
with musicians and activists, this paper considers these different tactics.
Music in demonstrations has evolved
from ‘sound demonstrations’ of presentational performances by artists in
2011 to a participatory scheme, where
musicians engage protesters in calland-response or invite protesters to
join in the performance. Organizers believe this blurring of the lines between
performer and audience encourages
more active participation, not only in
the performance but also in the mo-

vement itself. In addition, musicians
make use of the acoustics and symbolism of the urban spaces where they
engage. Protest music in cyberspace
and recordings often incorporates intertextuality, using music or texts that
recall historical events. Drawing from
Gérard Genette's classifications, I formulate a typology of intertextuality as
seen in protest songs from a variety of
geographies and movements. I illustrate how musicians employ different
types of intertextuality according to
circumstances.
ANNE-CLAIRE RIZNAR
UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL
ANNE-CLAIRE.RIZNAR@UMONTREAL.CA
AN AUTOPSY OF THE 2012 STUDENT
STRIKE IN QUEBEC

I’m one of the 170,000 students, who’s
been on strike for 6 months. This is
one of the most important student
strike in the history of Quebec, against
a tuition hike of 75%. But, this strike
is not just about a financial issue: it's
about an ideological issue, a major
choice of society. 22 March 2012: the
most popular demonstration of this
strike, and maybe in the history of the
country is taking place in Montreal.
We're approximately 200,000 in the
streets. 10pm, 1220 Saint Catherine
East, Le National: The band called
Mise en Demeure (‘putting in default’),

which describes itself as « politic garbage pop », is going to perform. 300
people are expecting the band, chanting before their arrival ‘Mise en Demeure or we break everything!’. And
what I saw that night was a mirror: a
mirror of Quebec’s youth, and a mirror of the strike. The band painted a
satire of every particular aspect of the
strike: police, pacifists, riot squad, activists. A great catharsis for the young
audience, that lives and organizes the
strike through social networks, and
learns the lyrics of Mise en Demeure
on YouTube. But still lives collectively
the catharsis, in a concert hall or in
the street.

THE DEMOCRATIC
AGENCY OF
PROTEST MUSIC V:
REVOLUTIONARY
SOUNDTRACKS?
GAY BREYLEY
MONASH UNIVERSITY
GAY.BREYLEY@MONASH.EDU
POPULAR MUSIC AND POLITICAL CHANGE
IN CONTEMPORARY IRAN: FROM TRANCE
IN DANCE POP TO METAL AND HIP-HOP

In XXIst-century Iran, a range of
groups and individuals have worked
towards or, in some cases, against
political change. The most notable
example is the so-called Green movement, led by a diverse and fluctuating
group of activists with goals that are
continually renegotiated and adapted
to Iran’s ever-shifting power relations.
The Green movement was born during Iran’s 2009 presidential election
campaign. It evolved in the wake of
the disputed election results and was
accompanied by a diverse soundtrack,
made up of politically and historically significant popular songs and new
compositions in most popular genres.
This paper reflects on that soundtrack,
before turning to the often paradoxical roles and political significance of
trance, dance pop, hip-hop and metal
in the increasingly insecure everyday

lives of young people in contemporary
Iran. Each of these genres was audibly
linked to the range of political stances
adopted around the events of 2009.
Perhaps even more significantly, each
genre continues to accompany young
Iranians as some seek political solutions that are realistic and satisfying,
while others claim to abandon hope in
political change. The imagined solutions – or imagined modes of ‘escape’
from politics – encompass notions of
freedom, integrity, patriotism and spirituality. These notions are articulated
in various ways, within and across musical genres. I will refer to one example
of each genre to illustrate the very
different meanings that may emerge
and the range of effects of this music
on a sample of young Iranians’ modes
of thought and action. These findings
are drawn from extensive fieldwork in
Tehran over the last decade.
MOUNIRA SOLIMAN
CAIRO UNIVERSITY
MOUNIRAS@AUCEGYPT.EDU
EGYPTIAN NATIONAL SONGS: BETWEEN
TWO REVOLUTIONS

This paper will focus on the use of Egyptian national songs during the 25th of
January Revolution. It will analyze historically how national songs have been
employed as a means of manipulating
Egyptians and sustaining hegemonic

control over the people since the 1952
revolution and slightly before that, propagating the abstract concept of a nation. It will then explain the subversion of
this notion during the people’s uprising
on the 25th of January, and the substitution of the concept of abstraction with
the idea of the country as a lived space
to be defended with one’s physical body.
This shift of balance from art produced
for the people as a means of controlling them, to art produced by the people
to consciously liberate themselves will
explain Antonio Gramsci’s concept of
‘crisis of hegemony’, and highlight the
significant role of the ‘organic intellectual’. The presenter will examine how
popular national songs were used by
protestors in Tahrir square as a means
of expressing their dissent in a civilized,
peaceful, and artistic manner. She will
analyze three stages wherein national
songs were employed during the revolution and afterwards as a means of 1)
mobilization, 2) documentation, and 3)
political engagement. Through the analysis of these three stages, it will become
clear how Egyptians naturally associated
political change with artistic production
and creativity, in this case music, foreseeing a much broader meaning to the
concept of revolution, one that includes
not only socio-political change, but perhaps, more importantly, cultural change
as well.

MARINA ROMANO & DOMENICO TORRE
UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES
ANIRAMONAMOR@GMAIL.COM
DOMENICOTORRE@GMAIL.COM
RHYMES AND REVOLUTION. NOTES ON
THE EGYPTIAN HIP-HOP SCENE AFTER
JANUARY 25TH

The purpose of this contribution is to
draw a recent history of the Egyptian
rap scene, with a focus on the impact of
the ouster of former president Mubarak
on the relevance of hip-hop culture in
Egypt’s major urban centers. In other
words, did the 25 January aftermath
actually represent a turning point for
the evolution of hip-hop culture – and,
more specifically, for rap music – in
Egypt? This attempt to outline the evolution of Egyptian rap music in the last
years will be based on the analysis of an
handful of selected songs and videos,
crossed with facts about the development of hip-hop music in Egypt in
the years before and after 25 January
2011. Moreover, in order to understand
how the events of the last two years
or so influenced the contents and the
chances to be heard of the local hiphop artists, personal biographies and
interviews with representatives of the
Egyptian scene will be provided, intended as an helpful way to answer to
some fundamental questions regarding
the influence of the recent events on
music and vice versa.

IDENTITY POLEMICS I:
ASSESSING THE
POLITICAL PAST

on how neo-soul became a space for
female agency, in which these artists
use this genre to engage in debates
and critiques of Reagan era political
discourse in a hip-hop era.

MARCUS SHEPARD
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

MARIO ORTIZ

MCSHEPAR@USC.EDU

THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA

WATCHING ME: NEO-SOUL’S RESPONSE

ORTIZM@CUA.EDU

TO THE REAGAN ERA

CARLA’S SONG: NOSTALGIA AND THE

While some scholars have referenced
neo-soul to categorize artists and their
music, and Cunningham has questioned the validity of the genre, there is
limited scholarship on the musical discourse of neo-soul. This work strives
to fill a void in current scholarship that
focuses primarily on Black women
in hip-hop and expand its scope to
one that includes neo-soul and the
movement that these female artists
are producing through their musical
and visual presentation in response
to the discourse within hip-hop and
Reagan era politics. Though neo-soul
speaks to a larger legacy of Black female musical discourse, this analysis
seeks to focus the debate on neosoul’s response to the exclusion of
Black female voices in hip-hop, while
concentrating on the genre’s political
lens that often intersections with the
legacy of Reagan era politics. Utilizing
Jill Scott as an exemplar of the neosoul movement, this analysis focuses

SEARCH FOR A NEW NATIONAL IDENTITY
AFTER THE FALL OF THE SANDINISTA REVOLUTION IN NICARAGUA

Six years after the electoral defeat of
the Sandinistas in Nicaragua, director Ken Loach combines love, music
and revolution in his film Carla’s Song
(1996), in which he looks back with
nostalgia at the Sandinistas years
(1979-1990). As the film’s title suggests, Loach employs music as the
unifying thread that bridges the past
and the present. Throughout the film,
Loach constructs an ingenious soundtrack that brings together major revolutionary songwriters of Latin America
since the 1960s. The film is thus a tribute to the rich popular cultural tradition in Nicaragua in which love and
song were intrinsic to revolution, as
exemplified by the Sandinista cultural
production of the 1980s. It is also, and
most importantly, a homage to the disillusioned Sandinista youth who in the
1990s, at the time of the release of the

film, were searching for a new sense
of identity after the failed revolution in
their nation. In this regard, by means
of “performing cultural memory,” to
borrow Diana Taylor’s concept, Carla’s
Song has the function to “smooth out
the transition to a new life and a new
identity,” to borrow from the description of one of this conference’s themes.
JOSHUA KATZ-ROSENE
GRADUATE CENTER, CITY UNIVERSITY OF
NEW YORK
JOSH@TELEPATH.CA
THE LEGACY OF ANDEAN FOLKLORIC-POPULAR MUSIC IN COLOMBIAN CANCIÓN SOCIAL

During the 1970s, politically committed musicians in Colombia were
strongly influenced by the New Song
protest music movement that had
been emerging in the Southern Cone.
Many of them took up the format of
Andean folkloric-popular music—
which emphasized genres and instruments associated with indigenous
communities in Peru and Bolivia—that
had been propagated by New Song
ensembles. Numerous contemporary
groups continue to cultivate this type
of music, which in Colombia has come
to be classified stylistically as música andina (Andean music). Building
on research into the transnational circulation and politicization of Andean

folkloric-popular music, my paper
examines the enduring prominence
of música andina in Colombian canción social (social song), assessing the
ways in which performance of a style
associated with a revolutionary moment a half-century earlier is politically
meaningful to its practitioners today.
My findings suggest that the case of
canción social offers nuances to our
understanding of the use of folk musical emblems in protest cultures: Socially conscious musicians who specialize in música andina draw on an
extra-local folk style that has accrued
political symbolism over decades of
transnational diffusion, but they also
invest a range of new ideas forged in
the national cultural context into its
performance.

IDENTITY POLEMICS II:
THE POLITICS
OF RECYCLING
POPULAR MUSIC
HAZEL MARSH
UNIVERSITY OF EAST ANGLIA
HAZEL.MARSH@UEA.AC.UK
ALÍ PRIMERA’S SONGS AS CONTESTED

sic sociology, this paper argues that
music can be an active ingredient not
only in election campaigns and social
uprisings, but also in the construction
of public debates about what people
want and expect from their government. The paper therefore sheds light
on the role that popular songs played
in the formulation of political identity
during the Chávez government.

SPACE IN CONTEMPORARY VENEZUELA

What happens when a government
promotes the songs of a previously
suppressed ‘protest singer’ as representative of its own values and of the
country’s cultural heritage? How does
the public use protest songs when the
State endorses those songs? This paper attempts to answer these questions with reference to the late Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez and
his government’s association with the
songs of Venezuelan singer/songwriter, Alí Primera (1942-85). Alí Primera
was part of the ‘new song’ movement
which emerged in Latin America in
the late 1960s. Under the Chávez
government, his songs were widely
recognized as important, but this importance was interpreted in different
ways. Alí’s songs were used to evaluate, support, criticize, defend and
oppose the State at that time. Using
Simon Frith’s ideas about ‘bad music’
and Tia DeNora’s scholarship on mu-

ZORAIDA SANTIAGO BUITRAG
UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO
ZORAIDA.SANTIAGO1@UPR.EDU
POWER AND POLITICAL SONG: DEBATES
AROUND THE NEW SONG MOVEMENT IN
PUERTO RICO TODAY

The paper discusses the 1960s and
70s Puerto Rican New Song Movement (PRNSM) and its impact on a
new generation of singer-songwriters.
The paper will address the new political meanings and practices of music
as new social struggles take form in a
country that is facing its most critical
financial and social crisis in decades.
Beginning with a reflection on the historical context of the PRNSM, the relation between singer-songwriters and
political movements, and the struggles within which their songs played
a leading part, I will then examine the
part those songs are taking in present
day political and social movements.
There will also be a discussion about

younger generations of singer-songwriters and their work, seeing how
technological and political circumstances affect their musical practices
and their participation in social and
political movements.
SIMONE MÜNZ
LEUPHANA UNIVERSITY LÜNEBURG
SIMONE.C.MUENZ@GOOGLEMAIL.COM
THE ROLE OF MUSIC IN RADIO BROADCASTING FROM THE CUBAN DIASPORA IN
MIAMI TO CUBA

Since the Cuban Revolution in 1959
and the coming into power of Fidel
Castro and his allies, about 1 million
Cubans emigrated from their homeland and settled mainly around the city
of Miami in South Florida. Living in a
foreign country, the diaspora has nonetheless tried to contribute to a political change on the Cuban island. From
the very beginning on, radio broadcasts from Miami to the Cuba were an
essential part of ‘la lucha’- the fight for
a free and democratic Cuba. In these
transmissions, music next to news and
political commentary is used to demonstrate the opinions of the Cubans
in Miami and to keep alive a link to
the lost homeland. This paper will first
give a short introduction to the political
and historical background of the radio
broadcasts from Miami to Cuba. Then
it will focus on the function and role

of music in this context, which was
researched, inter alia, during a field trip
to Miami in January/February 2012.

IDENTITY POLEMICS III:
TRIBUTES
& NATIONAL MYTHS
IN THE UNITED
STATES
THOMAS KERNAN
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
KERNANTJ@MAIL.UC.EDU
C O M M E M O R AT I N G

LINCOLN

IN

XXIST-CENTURY SECTARIAN AMERICA

In 2009 a commission of American historians, artists, and politicians launched
a series of commemorations in honor
of Abraham Lincoln’s 200th birthday.
Unlike the many XIXth and XXth-century
‘troubled commemorations’ of Lincoln
and the U.S. Civil War, which pitted political, sectional, and ideological foes in
battles of historical memory, the 2009
Lincoln Bicentennial appeared nearer
a statement of national unity than any
of its precursors. However, the popular
music composed in the years leading
up to the bicentennial and the works
performed throughout 2009 present
a view of the Sixteenth President as a
heroic archetype on which individuals
drape diverse—if not divergent—
causes, principles, and ideas. I examine
sixteen Lincoln songs and music videos
composed from 2003 through 2009.
These works draw from various genres
and styles, including alternative country,

bluegrass, blues, folk, grunge, hard
rock, heavy metal, punk rock, and rock
’n’ roll. I compare and categorize each
composer’s Lincoln topics, lyrics, musical style, and when applicable, videos
or stage performances. I argue that the
difference in the reception of prior Lincoln commemorations and that of the
2009 Bicentennial evinces a shift in the
American concept of national unity. The
new model eschewed the attempts of
prior commemorations to refine and
then promote a cohesive view of a national hero; rather, the contemporary,
sectarian society embraced a historical
memory that relies on cultural relativism.
Popular songs draw attention to the variety of topics at play in contemporary Lincoln memory, and demonstrate
how composers and performers can
cater to dissociated audiences while
maintaining a notion of nationalism and
widespread cultural identity.
PETER GLAZER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
PRG@BERKELEY.EDU
UNDER THE ROCKETS RED GLARE: UPSTAGING THE ‘STAR SPANGLED BANNER’

Contestation over the definition, practice, and understandings of patriotism is made manifest and available
to study in various performances,
and, specifically, in national songs
that can become essential access to

what “America” is to different people
or constituencies at different times in
history. “The Star Spangled Banner”
was a song called on by the nation in
1920 to become, by law, the US national anthem. But it has had stiff competition. On the steps of the US Capitol
on the afternoon of September 11th,
2001, in that suspended moment of
unfathomable shock, Congress sang
Irving Berlin’s ‘God Bless America,”
when the country needed blessing,
not fireworks. On January 20th, 2009,
Barack Obama’s first inauguration day,
Bruce Springsteen, populist rocker,
and Pete Seeger, the venerable, scruffy, nonagenarian left-wing folksinger,
joined in a performance ‘This Land Is
Your Land” on the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial. The song, written by Seeger’s great friend and traveling companion, Woody Guthrie, also a radical
left-winger, was penned as a direct
refutation of ‘God Bless America,” to
reclaim the nation for ‘the people.’
How certain songs function, or don’t,
in the culture at particular moments
in time can be talismans, clues, maps
into the nation’s heart.

ANTHONY KOSAR
RIDER UNIVERSITY
KOSAR@RIDER.EDU
BRAD PAISLEY’S ‘BACK TO THE FUTURE’:
A COUNTRY-WESTERN TRIBUTE TO BARACK OBAMA

While there has always been a small
liberal group of country western performers (and probably a rather large
number of liberal country music fans),
mainstream country western music
has traditionally been associated with
conservative, and usually Republican,
Americans. Numerous rock performers
were able to speak out against former
President George W. Bush and the second Gulf war without damaging their
careers; however, the popularity of the
Dixie Chicks suffered greatly after lead
singer Natalie Maines criticized President Bush before US troops invaded
Iraq with the following statement at a
concert in London: ‘Just so you know,
we’re ashamed the President of the
United States is from Texas.’ In this
paper I address the political background of traditional country western
music and present Brad Paisley’s
‘Back to the Future’ in that political
context. I then address the fan and
critical reaction to the song’s political
message and the impact on Paisley’s
subsequent music.

HIJACKING
POPULAR MUSIC I:
PERSUASION
& PROPAGANDA
ALENKA BARBER-KERSOVAN
LEUPHANA UNIVERSITY OF LÜNEBURG
BARBER@ASPM-ONLINE.ORG
FUELLING NATIONALISM: A PROPAGANDA
VIDEO FROM THE CROATIAN CIVIL WAR
1991/1992

In the paper proposed the video ‘For
the Freedom’ from the Croatian civil
war 1991/1992 will be discussed. It
was issued by ‘RTV Hrvatska’, the
State-controlled radio and television broadcasting cooperation, and
consists of 22 video clips, arranged
in the form of a concept video album.
The aim of this production, for which
the stars of the Croatian entertainment
industry were activated, was the strengthening of the ethnic/national(istic)
identity and the emotional mobilization for the war. A comparison of the
message of the clips with the actual
political events shows that the video
‘For the Freedom’ reflects as pars pro
toto the dramatic situation of the historical moment in which it has been
produced.

MIRJANA MATOVIC
UNIVERSITY OF BELGRADE
MIR.MATOVIC@SBB.RS
MUSICAL TASTE OF THE ELITE IN LATE
XXTH-CENTURY SERBIA: THE TURBO
FOLK PHENOMENON

The question of musical taste in Serbia
is complex and difficult to grasp because of many different influences on
the formation of a new value system
in the society in the aftermath of the
breakup of Yugoslavia. It isn’t strange
the connection between music and
the dominant political ideology but the
problem is in the reason for their interactions. The focus of this paper is on
turbo-folk music, a cultural phenomenon of the 1990s, which is exclusively
negatively labeled. Popular music in
post-communist Serbia offered the
most manipulative area in which the
categories of the current social and
political disagreements successfully
overcame. Their connection is logical
and illogical, powerful and superior.
Questioning the links between political
ideology and the musical taste of the
elite in late XXth and early XXIst-century Serbia is not only a moment of
bravery, but also of confusion. As it
quickly emerged and was superseded, turbo-folk as a cultural phenomenon hides the answers to questions
concerning the conditions that preceded its creation, the current moment in

which it occurred, and what followed
after it subsided an euphoric identification of the nation.
HENRIK MARSTAL
RHYTHMIC MUSIC CONSERVATORY
OF COPENHAGEN
HM@RMC.DK
‘NO SOUNDS ARE INNOCENT’. THE MUSIC
OF THE XX AS USED IN DANISH BANK'S
2012 CAMPAIGN. 'A NEW NORMAL DEMANDS NEW STANDARDS'

On November 15, 2012, Danske Bank
[Danish Bank] launched the campaign
'A New Normal Demands New Standards', following the renaming of the
bank in nine countries throughout
Northern Europe. The trailer showed
activists from the Occupy Wall Street
movement throwing rocks against the
police and concealing their mouths
with dollar bills. The campaign immediately aroused great controversy, causing enormous anger against
the bank, which to many incarnated
the essence of capitalistic behavior,
greed and cynicism. The trailer made
exclusively use of music by The XX,
sounds which can be understood as a
hegemonic gesture since guitar-based
and reverb-driven sounds have been a
vital part of Western consumer culture
ever since The Shadows' 'Apache'
(1960). The quite romantic sounds
of The XX can thus be heard as le-

veling out power relations between
the bank and the consumer. But no
sounds are innocent, since even the
sounds of nice, cool indie pop music can be reversed completely on the
level of meanings when presented in
a recontextualizing discourse, as is
the case of the campaign by Danske
Bank, where the sounds of The XX are
indeed running the risk to be almost as
badly wounded as the victims of the
financial crisis.

HIJACKING
POPULAR MUSIC II:
STAR POLITICS
INFLUENCE
& THE MASSES
BRUNO AGAR – UNIVERSITY OF ÉVRY-VAL
D’ESSONNE – BAGAR01@YAHOO.FR
MADONNA’S CRUSADES. FEMINISM, KABBALAH, IRAQ

Madonna is one of few lasting major
entertainers today. Her music tours are
successes of global proportions and
she has always had strong opinions to
express on stage as well as through her
multifarious ways of expression. She
has very much been in the eye of the
media since her beginning. After thirty
years, the media still pay attention to
what she says and does and she supposedly has influence over her huge
audience. Whether she adopts a baby
in Africa or she attends a Kabbalah
meeting in New York City, the papers
are interested. Her album/single/video
American Life, which were released in
2003, deal with her opinion about the
US war in Iraq and president Bush. She
has taken a strong stance on that and
had to suffer commercial consequences
in the US. This paper addresses Madonna’s relationship with political power
at large as she seems to ask us if there
is a place for pluralism, or not.

MARKO STOJANOVSKA RUP I – CENTRAL
EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY, BUDAPEST – RUPCIC_MARKO@CEU-BUDAPEST.EDU
MARKO PERKOVI THOMPSON FROM HIS
LISTENERS’ PERSPECTIVE

This presentation discusses the results
of my research on Croatian singer
Marko Perkovi Thompson with emphasis on his audience. In particular, I
am interested in the ways Thompson’s
audience relates to his music, stage
appearances and controversies that
surround him. Hence, I will present
the results of my interviews conducted with people who listen to his
music (2009, 2012). Catherine Baker
says that Marko Perkovi Thompson
is “the most famous and most controversial of the post-Tu man patriotic
musicians”. The same author further
noted that he “oriented his repertoire
around history, war memory, faith and
his love for his native region”. Baker
also situates Thompson’s popularity
in a particular political context and discusses how he reached stardom early
in the new millennium (2009). Some of
the issues that will be raised in my presentation are potential congruencies
between the identity of the audience
members and the discourse promoted
by Thompson, the acceptance of the
nationalistic messages in his songs
and his potential for political mobilization.

LUIS VELASCO-PUFLEAU
CRAL/EHESS
LUIS.VELASCO-PUFLEAU@U-BORDEAUX3.FR
FROM LIVE AID TO LIVE 8: MUSICAL
PRACTICES, MORAL COMMUNITIES AND
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL MOBILIZATIONS IN DEMOCRACY

The study of political and symbolic
mobilizations of musical practices in
Democracy is an important theme to
examine the ways in which power is
exercised, negotiated or imposed.
Among these musical practices, humanitarian songs and concerts occupy
a special place through their impact in
several generations’ imaginations. This
paper analyze characteristics – moral,
symbolic and geopolitical – of political
mobilization of two humanitarian music dispositifs: the Live Aid, on 13 July
1985 against famine in Ethiopia, and
the Live 8, organized on July 2nd and
6th, 2005 to raise ‘Western world’s’
awareness about the tragedy of poverty in Africa. My presentation will follow
two directions. The first examines how
transforming the political dimension of
defended causes by moral issues abolishes depth geopolitical problems and
makes unquestionable humanitarian
actions because considered as morally ‘good’, ‘necessary’ and ‘urgent’.
The second studies how humanitarian
musical mass mobilization builds and
unifies moral communities. This paper

shows the way that ritualization of musical practices within specific dispositifs can be a powerful tool to create
mass movements, build and unify
moral communities while ‘depoliticizing’ socio-historical and geopolitical
dimensions of contemporary armed
conflicts or natural disasters.

HIJACKING
POPULAR MUSIC III:
STATE POLICIES
& PROPAGANDA

easier access to the recording industry.
The present paper will include a number of audio-visual examples aimed at
bridging the music with both the world
from which it arises and the intricate
processes which shape its meanings.

PHILIP CIANTAR
UNIVERSITY OF MALTA

YAUHENI KRYZHANOUSKI

PHILIP.CIANTAR@UM.EDU.MT

UNIVERSITY OF STRASBOURG

THE SOUND OF PERSUASION: POP MUSIC,

YAUHENI.KRYZHANOUSKI@YAHOO.FR

SINGERS AND POLITICAL PROPAGANDA IN

ROCK MUSIC, AUTHORITARIAN REGIME

CONTEMPORARY MALTESE POLITICS

AND POLITICAL PROTEST: (DE-)POLITI-

This paper will focus on the seminal
role of pop music in Malta as a tool of
political propaganda in contemporary
electoral campaigning. Some renowned
Maltese singers had a very important
role to play in such campaigning.
Through the analyzes of a number of
case studies, this paper will argue that
the political message was not only in
the music and the lyrics pronounced
by these singers but also in their life
histories as individuals of the same society to whom they had a message to
address. Who these singers are and the
social and political backgrounds that
these were coming from became part
and parcel of the song’s meaning. In all
this, music mediates personal agendas
with public political pronouncements,
the shifting of political allegiances with
prospects of a promising future in terms
of public exposure and the benefits it
entails, as well as political affiliation with

CIZATION OF ROCK MUSIC IN BELARUS

The mythos of rock, as music founded on principles of non-conformism,
rebellion, provocative behavior and
revolt against the dominant social and
moral norms, is the basis of the rock
movement. This anti-conformist mythos is even more present when we
consider the rock movement in societies under non-democratic regimes.
Conservation of the authoritarian regime in Belarus contributed to preservation and reinforcement of the rock
movement’s protest image inherited
from the Soviet period of the country’s
history; the image, conformity to which
becomes in the late 1990s imperative
for actors of this movement. Represented as the dissident avant-garde
of anti-authoritarian intellectuals, Belarusian rock benefits from the attention
and support of Western cultural and
political foundations and public insti-

tutions, and forms (both as a political
choice and as a professional strategy)
in the 1990s an alliance with the political actors opposing the authoritarian
regime. However, the proximity to the
dominated part of the political field,
while reinforcing the ‘dissident’ image
of rock bands, tends to force them
into the underground and prescribe to
them the role of ‘organic intellectuals’
of the political opposition – representing a handicap for a fully-fledged professional career and a risk for artistic
autonomy.
TORSTEN ESSER
FREELANCE RESEARCHER
TEE66@T-ONLINE.DE
EXCLUDE, ACCUSE, ABSORB! THE CULTURAL POLICY STRATEGIES OF THE CUBAN
GOVERNMENT WITH ROCK MUSIC, HIPHOP AND REGGAETON

A few years after the 1959 revolution,
jazz (and rock) became identified by
Fidel and his friends as ‘imperialistic
music’. Though it had never been forbidden to play them, Fidel’s ‘words
towards the intellectuals’ left enough
space to allow some functionaries to
ban it from TV- and radio-broadcasting
or to hinder the production of discs.
In the 1990s the government’s policy
against rock began to change. In case
of the Nueva Trova movement in the
mid 1960s at the beginning happened

the same as with rock music. But there
a new strategy showed more success:
embracement, which led to promotion by the government. 30 years later the government – exactly a new
and young cultural minister – tried to
apply this strategy with the growing
hip-hop-movement and the reggaeton scene. This lecture compares the
different strategies which the Cuban
government had used during 50 years
to battle against disliked music styles
and shows their consequences, successes and failures.

SCENES I:
THE POLITICS
OF INDIE MUSIC
ALI CHARRIER
EHESS PARIS
ALICHARRIER@GMAIL.COM
THE NEW POLITICAL STRATEGIES OF THE
INDIE ARAB MUSIC SCENE

For the past ten years a new musical movement has emerged between
Beirut, Amman, Cairo and Damascus
(until the civil war that broke out in
2011). Initiatives of independent record labels such as Incognito (19982008) and its ‘new oriental sounds’,
Forward Music (2001-present) now
outselling mainstream productions on
Itunes, and Eka3 have all contributed
to renew and diversify the supply of
contemporary Arabic music while
promoting new forms of composition breaking the mould of dominant
production networks. The Egyptian
revolution has contributed to strengthen this movement by tightening
the links existing between its regional
actors. A new consciousness seems
to have influenced this movement
focused towards producing an ‘authentic’ music in harmony with the
reality of situations lived by artists in
the region. This movement is also accompanied by a new attitude to art

criticism exemplified by the launch of
the www.ma3azef.com website whose
objective is to propose without any
complacency an autonomous critique
of Arab music production. This movement combining cultural actors,
concert venues, musicians, organizers,
independent radio stations, and critiques seems to share a common purpose and vision of the directions taken
by Arabic music today, combining an
acute political awareness with a radically modern artistic vision. We will
therefore propose to discuss the history of this movement, its objectives
and modes of operation.
JULIJANA ZABEVA-PAPAZOVA
BULGARIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
JZABEVA@YAHOO.COM
ALTERNATIVE ROCK AND POLITICS IN
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

Alternative rock in Yugoslavia in the
1980s was developed in the federation of six republics. This political-social condition had influence into the
cultural and musical live. The main
purpose of this text is to present the
political context in work of alternative
rock bands from the territory of ex Yugoslavia. The whole text will follow two
main parts: the period of the 1980s in
Yugoslavia and post Yugoslav period
from 1991 until today. Representation
of the period of 1980s will be an intro-

ductory part of the text that will create
the base for the main features of the
Yugoslav alternative rock. For objective reasons for a detailed analysis of
alternative music in ex Yugoslavia was
selected one group of each republic
in which there are alternative bands
(Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina and Slovenia). The
main research will be directed to: the
types of political connotation in the
musical works of selected alternative
bands; the similarities and differences
in the ways of creating music as a
result of certain political problems,
conflicts, nationalism, identity etc.
and to answer the question is there
any connection or continuity of the
alternative scene on the territory of
ex-Yugoslavia.
PIERRE RABOUD
UNIVERSITY OF LAUSANNE
PIERRE.RABOUD@UNIL.CH
‘PUNK IS DEAD’. THE LEGACY AND RENEWALS OF A BYGONE STYLE

The death of punk has been pronounced several times. Still, this musical genre continues to be used by
different social actors in situation of
struggle, with the recent example of
the Pussy Riot. This presentation aims
to question this paradox: the ability of
a bygone style to still express revolt
through music. Through different exa-

mples of punk scenes (from the Riot
Grrrl to punk scenes in non-Western
countries), we will question the different ways whereby the punk panoply
is appropriated by these movements.
With this process of appropriation,
the actors can empower themselves
and actualize the punk tradition to
the new needs related to the struggle of the 21st century: third wave feminism, cultural subversion against
State power… Furthermore, we may
ask why punk is the musical genre
chosen for these kinds of situation. If
punk still represents one of the main
musical embodiments of revolt, which
problems does it bring, in terms of
cultural standard and radical renewal?

SCENES II – RACIAL
AND POSTCOLONIAL
ISSUES IN GLOCAL
POPULAR MUSIC
MARC KAISER – UNIVERSITY OF LILLE 3 –
MARC.KAISER.1@GMAIL.COM
KEEPING THE MESSAGE ALIVE. THE POLITICS OF GLOCAL HIP-HOP SCENES

This paper seeks to situate the socio-political dimensions of hip-hop
music through a cultural geography
to show how it expresses a poetics of
place, race and ethnicity. By scrutinizing rap scenes in Paris, Sydney and
Québec, we will observe the nature
of the interactions between diverse
local forms of rap and emphasize
the tensions and debates in relation
to notions of genuineness and commercialism, so as to understand the
political meanings and practices of
some of the movement’s activists.
The local and the global are bonded
to one another through contemporary
cultural circuits and media flows, rap
in particular circulates at a global level
within international networks and is
produced at the same time in local,
hybrid forms. Participants in glocal
rap scenes are dedicated to hip-hop
culture by adopting certain ways to
make sense of their lives according to
specific local and national situations.

The political potential of hip-hop music
is characterized by the attention paid
to social inequality and injustice rather
than by a revolutionary essence. Local
rap scenes have also been shaped by
cultural industries and public policies
of all sorts. Most of all, identity policies
have given certain frames of definition
that have been challenged by rappers:
in France, postcolonial issues are
being brought up to contest the republican model (‘rap de fils d’immigrés’);
in Australia, indigenous claims are
putting in perspective the multicultural
outlooks (‘Aboriginal rap’); in Québec,
the intercultural approach, based on
the promotion of French, challenges
multiculturalism and its bilingualism
advocated by the federal government
(‘hip-hop québécois’).
KEIVAN DJAVADZADEH-AMINI
UNIVERSITY OF PARIS 8
DJAVADZADEH.KEIVAN@GMAIL.COM
COLONIALITY OF POWER, POSTCOLONIALITY
OF HIP-HOP. THE ‘BECOMING SUBJECT’ OF
PLURAL IDENTITIES IN FRENCH RAP

In this presentation, I intend to examine both the processes of political
subjectivation within what one would
call ‘postcolonial rap’ and the legal actions and censorship French rap music
has been facing, especially since the
2005 urban riots. In France, ‘ethnic minorities’, the so-called youth ‘from an

immigrant background’, living mostly in low-rent housing (HLM) located
in suburban areas, became aware of
the systemic discrimination against
them. Since they were discriminated
because of their ‘origins’, they took
identity politics seriously, leading to
the political claims of subaltern identities around a shared origin – former
French colonies. Some French rap
artists, such as La Rumeur, Rocé, La
Caution or Casey, speaking from ‘the
wretched of the colonies standpoint’,
were pioneers in shaping and claiming
this postcolonial and ‘plural’ identity,
making its political recognition the
condition without which a vivre ensemble could not be. As Rocé states,
he won’t ‘sing France’ unless this
country recognizes him as ‘a multiple
human being’. A right to difference(s)
within equality, no more, no less.
DAVID BOUSQUET
UNIVERSITY OF STRASBOURG
DAVID.BOUSQUET@UNISTRA.FR
RASTAFARI 2.0. REGGAE PROTEST SONGS
IN THE XXIST CENTURY

Reggae and Jamaican popular music have been part of long history of
resistance and protest which dates
back to the beginning of colonization and slavery. Despite stereotypes
propagated by the media about ‘gun
and bling’ culture in Jamaican dance-

halls, much reggae music today is
still concerned with political, social
and cultural struggles, as the work of
contemporary artists demonstrates.
By analyzing lyrics of a number of
recent songs, I will try to show that
XXIst-century reggae has not lost
the revolutionary stance of the 1970s
roots generation, but rather adapts
it to today’s postcolonial, globalized
world. Specific attention will be paid
to issues of class, gender and race, as
well as to the diasporic, transnational
dimension of reggae culture today. The
use of modern technology will also be
discussed, both in terms of music production and of communication and
promotion. These elements will provide a basis for a general appreciation of
reggae as one of the driving forces in
musical innovation today, inaugurating
as it does a cultural politics in which
music plays a central role.

SCENES III:
GLOCAL HIP-HOP
& THE POLITICS
OF AUTHENTICITY
SOFIANE AILANE
UNIVERSITY OF LYON 2
SOFIANE.AILANE@UNIV-LYON2.FR
ON SUBCULTURAL AUTHENTICITY: THE
POLITICS OF BRAZILIAN HIP-HOP

Hip-hop, in Brazil, finds an important echo and dynamic in the youth
of the ‘periferia’. More than an artistic expression, the local construction
of hip-hop emphasizes the urban
experiences of the suburb's people,
considering the musical practices as
a tool to change their close social
universe. As a result, hip-hoppers acquire acknowledge as activists from
the movement and become actors of
the social life of their living space. The
‘hip-hop organizado’ uses this form of
art in a way of communicating about
precarious social situations and as a
matter of fact, the aesthetic becomes
an instrument of political struggle,
mobilization and realization. This is
this aspect of hip-hop that we want to
emphasize because it brings tensions
between the global influences of hiphop and the local forces by re-inventing a political and a cultural object.

OLIVIER BOURDERIONNET
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS
OBOURDE1@UNO.EDU
EXPOSING THE POLITICS OF FRENCH
RAP ON PRIME TIME TELEVISION: AUTHORSHIP, AUTHENTICITY AND IDEOLOGY IN DE L’ENCRE BY HAMÉ AND EKOUÉ

This presentation will address questions of political consciousness, authenticity and legitimation in today’s
French rap industry in the light of the
discussion proposed in De l’encre, a
fiction film made for television by rappers Hamé and Ekoué from the group
La Rumeur. The present context of politically conscious popular music will be
put into perspective with the tradition
of the chanteur engagé that developed
in the 1950s, along with modern media
and music industries. The study will
attempt to reveal a number of contradictions in the film’s positions as well
as a reflection on the possible impact,
implications and limitations of politically engaged popular music production.
THORSTEN HINDRICHS
JOHANNES GUTENBERG UNIVERSITY
HINDRICH@UNI-MAINZ.DE
‘VOLK ANS MIKROFON’. N'SOCIALIST RAP
AND THE GERMAN NEO-NAZI SCENE

The German neo-Nazi-scene is literally ‘in
motion’: By cultivating particular styles,
codes, and certain modes of socio-cultural action, since about 2004 so called ‘Au-

tonome Sozialisten’ [autonomous socialists] and ‘Freie Kameradschaften’ [free
fellowships] have begun to form a particular neo-Nazi-youth culture. Furthermore,
in recent years several attempts to adapt
rap music are to be observed, obviously
prompted by the assumption that music
is a central key to ‘win’ young people’s
hearts for right-wing politics. Although
some neo-Nazi rap projects sound rather
awkward, others meet remarkable quality standards. Moreover, apart from
clear-cut neo-Nazi-rap projects, more
and more German rap acts, which deal
rather ambiguously with right-wing issues, are gaining a certain popularity
with German youth. Thus, the purpose of
this paper is to retrace the establishment
of neo-Nazi-rap as well as the relevant
debates concerning rap within the German neo-Nazi-scene. Furthermore, the
increasing musical and technical qualities of certain neo-Nazi-rap acts will be
demonstrated, and finally, the right-wing
political strategy of ‘educating the youth
by music’ will be discussed.

SCENES IV:
POLITICS, ETHICS
& AESTHETICS

JEDEDIAH SKLOWER – CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LILLE
JEDEDIAH-SKLOWER@HOTMAIL.COM
BOMBTRACKS FOR REBELLION AND TOR-

JEAN-CHRISTOPHE SEVIN

TURE: THE PARADOXICAL USES OF RAGE

EHESS MARSEILLE

AGAINST THE MACHINE

JEANCHRISTOPHE.SEVIN@YAHOO.FR

The American fusion metal band Rage
Against the Machine are well-known
for their political activism. Not only
are most of their songs manifestos
tackling a broad range of left-wing
agit-prop themes, they also participated in a variety of struggles of the
1990s. Their anti-imperialist stances
justified the censorship of their entire discography on US airwaves, in
the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks – a
unique priviledge. In this presentation,
I wish to analyze the paradoxical uses
of Rage Against The Machine’s music. Firstly, some of their tracks were
among those listened to by many
American soldiers in Iraq, to help
them cope with daily life during war.
Secondly, a couple of them were also
utilized to torture war prisoners. These
antagonistic uses lead me to reflect
upon the relationship between politics,
ethics and agency. Via the work of the
philosopher Jacques Rancière, I wish
to analyze a particular dichotomy at
work in their music, which can trigger
both political awareness and individual
agency in radically opposite contexts.

THE FREE PARTIES SCENE & THE UNDERGROUND CREDO

This communication deals with the
techno movement in the 1990s-2000s,
its purpose is to show how organizational arrangements, especially in the
free parties, their underground credo
and horizontal functioning, can be understood according the connectionist
logic of the new spirit of capitalism
that unfold in this period. This perspective allows us to describe raves
as temporary connection experiences
between disparate groups, which can
be reactivated in the network formed
by these meetings. Exposing this
connectionist character of the techno movement provided an analytical
framework for its relations with the political authorities and its own contradictions. It is also a way to avoid the
essentialism of approaches in terms
of subculture.

The band’s seemingly homogenous
alloy of rousing music and militant politics questions the emancipatory nature of what we define as the agency
of popular music.
NICOLAS DEBADE
AIX-MARSEILLE UNIVERSITY
NICOLAS.DEBADE@GMAIL.COM
RECYCLING, HIJACKING AND INNOVA-

the definition of terms such as ‘amateur’ (in practices) and ‘professional’
(meant for artists as an exclusive retributive activity) could be overwhelmed. Through many expressions of
practices, techniques, musical styles,
profiles and geographical situations,
experimental music is defined with a
complex multitude of cultures and engagements.

TIONS: PARADOXES, EMANCIPATION AND
ENGAGEMENT IN EXPERIMENTAL MUSIC

HÉLÈNE GARCIA

Experimental music, as Cage and
Nyman defined it, had a real impact
on how to make music in terms of
practices. Practices, engagements
and their meaning evolved from
open-to-interpretation scores, free
improvisation, redefining musical
techniques to hijackings, glitches and
circuit bending. In this context, those
emancipation spaces, both as production and reception, are still implied in
the experimental contemporary scene
such as noise music. After exposing
some political engagement examples
through experimental music evolution
from John Cage to Merzbow, paradoxes in production concepts will be
shown, between recycling and innovation (both as economic and political
aspects), and also between ‘assisted/
subsidized’ or ‘underground’ circuits.
The emancipation generated by this
music implies interactions in which

UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL
HELENE.GARCIA@UMONTREAL.CA
SAMPLING AS A POLITICAL ACT: MUSICAL
CREATION IN DIGITAL AGE, BETWEEN ARTISTIC FREEDOM AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH

The Brazilian cultural policy led by Gilberto Gil from 2003 to 2008 aimed to
democratize the access of Brazilian
people to their musical heritage, past
and present, through the creation
of musical databases using Creative
Commons licensing models. The goal
was to give Brazilian people free access to their entire and diversified
musical culture, and also foster creative appropriation, regardless of their
social status. A core measure was the
creation of Cultural Points Programs,
community associations where young
people from deprived neighborhoods
could have access to technical and
learning help to practice any art of
their choice, including sample-based

music. This example will help us describe the political dialogue between
musical borrowing through sampling
and copyright laws. The simple act of
sampling implies a questioning of the
value of recordings, in pop as well as
in serious music cultures, for it treats a
commodified good, namely recordings,
as a compositional tool. It thus implies a
critic of the processes of valorization of
musical works inside the economic and
legal recognition of authorship. It is therefore necessary to investigate whether
the questioning of aesthetic concepts
of authorship and musical works leads
to political denunciations of traditional
aesthetic concepts as a social mode
of distinction. Finally, discourses which
value sampling constitute a paradoxical answer to the commodification of
music, given that they assimilate artistic freedom to freedom of speech, and
musical works to information. It is also
why arguments in favor of sampling resemble those in favor of file-sharing:
this paradox relies in the issues of assimilating free access to a culture to free
access to a database of information –
which challenges the very notions of
heritage and ‘public domain’. Referring
to the Brazilian example, we will see
how this paradox could be solved, and
we shall also ask whether this political
model can be applied beyond the very
specific context of ‘Tropicalism’.

